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ABSTRACT
Single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) films on flexible PET (polyethyleneterephthalate) substrates are used as transparent, flexible anodes
for organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). For polymer-based OLEDs having the structure: SWNT/PEDOT−PSS:MeOH/TFB (poly(9,9dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4-butylphenyl)diphenylamine)) + TPD−Si2 (4,4′-bis[(p-trichlorosilylpropylphenyl)phenylamino]biphenyl) /BT (poly(9,9dioctylfluorene-co-benzothiadiazole))/CsF/Al, a maximum light output of 3500 cd/m2 and a current efficiency of 1.6 cd/A have been achieved.
The device operational lifetime is comparable to that of devices with Sn-doped In2O3 (ITO)/PET anodes. The advantages of this novel type of
anode over conventional ITO are discussed.

The exceptional electrical and mechanical properties of
single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have now been
firmly established through extensive experiments1-6 performed on individual SWNTs. Nevertheless, key manufacturability and system integration challenges must be surmounted before full exploitation of the unique SWNT
attributes is possible. A two-dimensional random network
of such SWNTs is one obvioussand perhaps the most
straightforwardsavenue whereby statistical averaging leads
to highly reproducible networks that can be fabricated at
precisely tuned NT densities. For this reason, SWNT thin
films cast from aqueous solutions containing various surfactants have attracted much recent attention.7-13 These
networks are transparent and highly conducting with excellent mechanical properties. Hence, there is growing interest
in SWNT thin films for applications in the area of macroelectronics and optoelectronics where flexible, transparent,
and conductive coatings together with simple and cheap
room-temperature fabrication are required. To date, several
types of devices based on thin SWNT films such as flexible
transparent transistors,14-17 optical modulators,10 LEDs with
SWNT films as p-type ohmic contacts,18 and flexible emitter
arrays19 have been fabricated.
Theoretical and experimental studies have also established
the work function of SWNT networks to be in the 4.7-5.2
eV range.20,21 Such high work functions meet the requirement
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for anodes in several types of photonic devices, such as
organic light-emitting diodes and organic solar cells. These
characteristics and the simple room-temperature fabrication
avenue, together with other attributes such as excellent
mechanical flexibility, indicate that this type of novel anode
is a promising candidate material for next-generation photonic device applications.
Polymer and small molecule-based organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs) are rapidly approaching large-scale commercialization, driven by attractions such as low cost, fast
response, applications in large-area flexible displays, and
propelled by advances in efficiencies and operational
lifetimes.22-25 OLEDs are “dual-injection” devices in which
holes and electrons are injected from the anode and cathode,
respectively, into an active molecular/macromolecular medium to produce, via exciton decay, light emission.24
Although tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) is used in numerous
opto-electronic applications, it has significant limitations for
current and future generation OLEDs. Diffusion of oxygen
into proximate organic charge transporting/emissive layers,26,27 significant absorption in the blue region,28 a relatively
low work function (∼4.7 eV),29 and corrosion susceptibility29
are just a few of the limitations. Note also that In is in
relatively short supply and therefore expensive, presenting
significant challenges for large-scale introduction of nextgeneration display and photovoltaic technologies.30
In this paper, we describe the fabrication of flexible
polymer-based OLEDs using SWNT films as anodes. We
examine the response characteristics and report that for
polymer-based OLEDs, the luminous performance is close

films have highly nanoporous structures, with specific surface
areas as large as 1500 m2/g. The rms roughness is 6-10
nm.
Transmittance measurements in the visible and infrared
were carried out with a Beckman Coulter DU 640 spectrophotometer. Transmittance is only weakly dependent on the
wavelength (Figure 1B), in accord with the neutral color of
the film. For SWNT sheets having different thicknesses, sheet
resistance and transmittance are related by eq 1:11
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Figure 1. (A) AFM image of a transferred SWNT film on a PET
substrate, showing the high pore density. The rms roughness is 6-10
nm from the AFM image. From AFMs of monolayer SWNT films,
the average diameter of each bundle is ∼ 4-6 nm. (B) Transmittance
vs wavelength in the visible and near-infrared regions for SWNT
films. The inset shows a photograph of a transferred SWNT film
on a flexible PET substrate with 120 Ω/0 sheet resistance. (C) DC
sheet resistance vs transmittance of SWNT films at 550 nm for
various NT densities; the line shows the fit to eq 1 with σdc )
12σop, giving σdc ) 2400 S/cm.

to that required for applications such as home television.
Recently, a polymer-based OLED using an oriented multiwalled nanotube film anode on glass or polymer substrates
was reported. The performance is well below what we report
here.31
The process for fabricating transparent, conducting singlewalled carbon nanotube films on PET substrates by filtration
and transfer printing has been described previously.32 SWNT
powders purchased from Carbon Solutions Inc. are suspended
in water with the surfactant SDS, followed by sonication
and filtering. Washing with deionized water removes the
SDS. A PDMS-based method32 is then applied to transfer
the nanotube films onto PET substrates. Figure 1A shows
an AFM image of a transferred SWNT film on PET. The
Nano Lett., Vol. 6, No. 11, 2006
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where the sheet resistance Rs ) 1/σdct, t is the film thickness,
and the optical conductivity σop ) 200 S/cm.33 It has been
shown that the optical conductivity in the visible depends
only on the overall network density, while dc conductivitys
and thus the measured sheet resistancesis strongly dependent
on factors such as nanotube-nanotube connectivity, tube
length, etc. The sheet resistance and transmittance of films
at 550 nm having varying thickness (Figure 1C) are described
well by eq 1, leading to σdc ) 2400 S/cm by using σop )
200 S/cm.
For polymer-based OLED fabrication, a polymer blend
hole-transporting layer (HTL) composed of a cross-linkable,
hole-transporting organosiloxane material such as TPD-Si234
and a hole-transporting polymer such as TFB (Figure 2),
which also serves as an effective PLED electron-blocking
layer (EBL),35,36 was spin-coated onto a clean carbon SWNT
film or onto a PEDOT-PSS-coated carbon SWNT film to
form a double-layer HTL. These HTL films were then dried
in a vacuum oven at 90 °C for 1-2 h. PEDOT-PSS
(Baytron P) was spin-coated onto the SWNT film at 2500
rpm for 1 min, followed by drying at 120 °C for 8 min.
Alternatively, a mixture of PEDOT-PSS and methanol
(Baytron P:MeOH ) 1:2)37 was spin-coated onto the SWNT
film at 600 rpm for 1 min, then at 2500 rpm for 1 min,
followed by drying at 120 °C for 2 h in a vacuum oven.
Next, a well-balanced charge transport/emissive layer (EML),
a TFB + BT blend (TFB:BT ) 1:4), or a electron-dominated
EML, BT, was spin-coated onto the HTL-coated substrates
from xylene solution, resulting in an EML thickness of ∼70
nm.35 The resulting films were then dried in a vacuum oven
at ∼90 °C overnight. Inside an inert-atmosphere glove box,
CsF and Al were thermally evaporated onto the EML at
<10-6 Torr using a shadow mask to define the 2 mm × 5
mm electrode areas. The resulting PLEDs were characterized
inside a sealed aluminum sample container under a dry N2
atmosphere using a computer-controlled Keithley 2400
source meter and an IL 1700 Research Radiometer equipped
with a calibrated photodetector.35,36 PLED lifetime measurements were carried out using a computer-controlled Keithley
2400 source meter and an IL1400A International Light
Radiometer/Photometer inside a sample container continuously purged with N2 gas at room temperature.
The four PLED device multilayer structures characterized
in this work were: SWNT/TFB + TPD-Si2/TFB + BT/
CsF/Al (device 1), SWNT/PEDOT-PSS/TFB + TPD-Si2/
2473

Figure 2. (A) Chemical structures of poly(9,9-dioctyl-fluoreneco-N-(4-butylphenyl)diphenylamine) (TFB), poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-benzothiadiazole) (BT), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
(PEDOT), and 4,4′-bis[(p-trichlorosilylpropylphenyl)phenylamino]biphenyl (TPD-Si2). (B) Structure of a PLED device having a
carbon SWNT film anode.

TFB + BT/CsF/Al (device 2), SWNT/PEDOT-PSS:MeOH/
TFB + TPD-Si2/TFB + BT/CsF/Al (device 3), and SWNT/
PEDOT-PSS:MeOH/TFB + TPD-Si2/BT/CsF/Al (device
4). The current density, luminance, and current efficiency
vs bias responses for these four device structures are
compared in Figures 4 and 5. The PLED with PEDOTPSS:MeOH and TFB + TPD-Si2 as a double-layer HTL
(device 3) exhibits a low turn-on voltage of 5.0 V, a
maximum luminance of 1000 cd/m2, and a maximum current
efficiency of 0.85 cd/A - a greater than 3-fold increase in
maximum luminance, a ∼50% lower turn-on voltage, and
much greater current efficiency than the device having TFB
+ TPD-Si2 only as the HTL (device 1). This may reflect
the tendency of PEDOT-PSS to planarize the SWNT films
while acting as a hole-transporting and buffer layer, decreasing the hole-injection barrier from the SWNTs (the PEDOTPSS work function straddles that of SWNTs and TFBTPD-Si2) and minimizing device leakage currents. Furthermore, device 3 exhibits a 2-fold increase of maximum
luminance and current efficiency compared with the device
having spin-coated PEDOT-PSS only (device 2). This may
reflect the greater tendency of PEDOT-PSS + MeOH to
planarize and wet the SWNT films. The rms roughness of
the SWNT film spin-coated with PEDOT-PSS:MeOH is
0.96 nm by AFM (Figure 3)ssignificantly smoother than
2474

Figure 3. (A) AFM image of SWNT film with a spin-coated
PEDOT-PSS overlayer. The rms roughness is 4 nm from the AFM
image. (B) AFM image of SWNT film with a spin-coated PEDOTPSS:MeOH (1:2) overlayer. The rms roughness is 0.96 nm from
the AFM image.

that of the SWNT film spin-coated with PEDOT-PSS only
(4 nm).
For the SWNT/TFB + TPDSi2/TFB + BT/CsF/Al structures, rectification in the J-V curve is clearly observed, with
a maximum luminance of 10 cd/m2 and a turn-on voltage of
12 V. In contrast, SWNT/PEDOT-PSS:MeOH/TFB +
TPDSi2/TFB + BT/CsF/Al devices with spin-coated
PEDOT-PSS as the hole injection layer exhibit orders of
magnitude improvements in these parameters. The maximum
luminance is 1000 cd/m2, the turn-on voltage is ∼ 5.0 V,
and the maximum current efficiency is ∼ 0.85 cd/A. This
dramatic enhancement in device metrics with PEDOT-PSS
incorporation is likely due to several factors. First, PEDOTPSS better wets the SWNT films than does TFB-TPDSi2.
Second, PEDOT-PSS:MeOH better planarizes the SWNT
films. Finally, PEDOT-PSS, as hole transport layer, straddles
the work functions of the SWNT films and TFB-TPDSi2,
thus facilitating hole injection.
In addition, as shown in Figure 5, the performance of
PLED device 4 based on an electron-dominated EML (BT)
Nano Lett., Vol. 6, No. 11, 2006

Figure 4. Response characteristics of PLEDs having the structures: (device 1) SWNT(30 nm)/PEDOT-PSS:MeOH(30 nm)/TFB
+ TPDSi2(25 nm)/TFB + BT(70 nm)/CsF(1.8 nm)/Al(110 nm),
(device 2) SWNT(30 nm)/PEDOT-PSS(30 nm)/TFB + TPDSi2
(25 nm)/TFB + BT(70 nm)/CsF(1.8 nm)/Al(110 nm), and (device
3) SWNT(30 nm)/TFB + TPDSi2 (25 nm)/TFB + BT (70 nm)/
CsF (1.8 nm)/Al(110 nm). Key: (A) current density vs voltage;
(B) luminance vs voltage; (C) current efficiency vs voltage.

and an electron-blocking HTL (the TPD-Si2 + TFB +
PEDOT-PSS double layer) affords a maximum luminance
) 3500 cd/m2, and a maximum current efficiency ) 1.6 cd/
A, surpassing that of PLED device 3 based on a TFB + BT
blend EML (TFB + BT blends are known to exhibit better
balanced electron-hole transport than the BT-only EMLs).
This result can be understood as follows. First, better
balanced electron and hole fluences may be obtained in these
PLED devices with BT-only EMLs. SWNT anode films have
large surface areas, resulting in greatly enhanced hole
injection.37 Hence, greater electron-hole recombination
density at the HTL/EML interface in the BT-based devices
vs the TFB + BT-based devices should yield greater current
efficiency and luminance. It will be seen below that longer
device lifetimes are also achieved in the charge-balanced
PLED device with the BT-only EML, consistent with more
Nano Lett., Vol. 6, No. 11, 2006

Figure 5. Response characteristics of PLEDs having the structures: (Device 3) SWNT(30 nm)/TFB + TPDSi2 (25 nm)/TFB +
BT (70 nm)/CsF (1.8 nm)/Al(110 nm) and SWNT(30 nm)/TFB +
TPDSi2 (25 nm)/ BT (70 nm)/CsF (1.8 nm)/Al(110 nm). Key: (A)
current density vs voltage; (B) luminance vs voltage; (C) current
efficiency vs voltage.

efficient electron-hole recombination. Furthermore, the peak
recombination zone of the TFB + BT-based device should
be located near the middle of the TFB + BT EML, and the
relatively short distance between the peak recombination
zone and the Al cathode may lead to cathode-induced
exciton quenching. For the BT-based device, however, the
peak recombination zone should be located nearer the TPDSi2 + TFB/BT interface, leading to less cathode-induced
exciton quenching.
The light output of 3500 cd/m2 achieved by the present
SWNT-based PLED easily meets the requirements for many
display applications, where light intensities of 100-300 cd/
m2 are required.38 Although the present device metrics
(luminance and current efficiency) do not match those found
for devices using ITO anodes in similar structures,36 the low
turn-on voltage and brightness achieved are encouraging,
especially taken together with the three-dimensional nature
of hole injection and the SWNT film mechanical flexibility.
2475

exhibit good acid resistance, while ITO is quickly corroded,
even by PEDOT-PSS solutions.22,29 (4) Due to excellent
surface energy matching, SWNT films adhere strongly to
PET and PMMA, passing the “Scotch tape” decohesion test.
(5) SWNT films, due to the nanoporous structure, have
surface areas as great as 1500 m2/g, offering hole injection
potential. (6) SWNT film fabrication on PET, starting from
SWNT powders, is a room-temperature process and relatively
simple, while ITO deposition on flexible substrates requires
vacuum and elaborate process equipment. Room-temperature
processing renders the SWNT films suitable for use with a
wide range of substrates for both top and bottom emission
devices.
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Figure 6. Life time characterization of PLEDs having the
structures: (A) SWNT on PET/PEDOT-PSS:MeOH(30 nm)/TFB
+ TPDSi2(25 nm)/BT(70 nm)/CsF(1.8 nm)/Al(110 nm) and (B)
ITO on PET/PEDOT-PSS:MeOH(30 nm)/TFB + TPDSi2(25 nm)/
BT(70 nm)/CsF(1.8 nm)/Al(110 nm).

We also evaluated the lifetimes of the SWNT-based
PLEDs. The operational lifetime of device 4 was obtained
under DC (continuously ON) conditions with a 0.12 A/cm2
constant current density at room temperature, under a dry
N2 purge. The lifetime was found to be ∼ 55 h with 1200
cd/m2 initial luminance (L0; Figure 6 A). For comparison,
an ITO/PET-(purchased from CP Films Inc., sheet resistance
) 200 Ω/0, ∼ 3 nm rms roughness) based PLED device
having the same configuration as device 4 was fabricated in
parallel. The ITO/PET-based control device, which has a
maximum light output of 20,000 cd/m2 and a maximum
current efficiency of 6 cd/m2, exhibits a comparable operational lifetime of ∼ 52 h with L0 ) 1400 cd/m2 (Figure 6B)
under identical measurement conditions. Note that all lifetime
data were obtained from unencapsulated devices.
Although the output parameters of the present SWNTbased PLEDs are modest at this stage compared to ITObased PLEDs,36 our results suggest potential as ITO alternatives for several reasons. (1) SWNT films on PET exhibit
sheet resistances of 120 Ω/0 with 80% transmittance, metrics
comparable to commercial ITO on plastic. By doping SWNT
films with NO2, a 3-fold decrease in sheet resistance without
change of transparency can be expected.39 (2) The exceptional mechanical flexibility of SWNT films has been
demonstrated.15,16 In contrast, ITO films on plastic crack after
repeated bending. As shown by Sarran et al.12 and also by
us, SWNT films on PET do not crack or crease after bending,
while ITO films become insulating. (3) SWNT films on PET
2476
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